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Ih--F0 0)4-114? / File Number 

afr4-RT 
Order-in-Original No. 

3. TRT tifftd-/passed by 

Date of Order/,3-ffi-T- 22-11-2021/ 
4 Date of issue / W-Rct 29-11-2021 

F. No. VIII/10-22/ADC/O&A/2019-
2020 dated 02-12-2019 

M/s. Tirupati Enterprises, B-201, 
Crystal Plaza, Opp. Infinity Mall, New 
Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai 
(Maharashtra) - 400 058. 

cr)kui --d-r3fttrd-Tr co-lict) 

5. ft9-W 
Show Cause Notice Number 
&, date 

titt 4)1 1IJH / 

6. Name of Noticee 

01 .-1.3-rt-qr et,(1 zisi ;tit kici ct) 171-1;EF .et 7rtt 

This Order-in-Original is granted to the concerned free of charge. 

02 N 3{1-47 tf 1:17 1-ft 3f1- f4-dTIT laft7 1;111 M-74 ct>1dIThtf 60 

fa-1 •3-.1 #117 7- (,3fItT), 7 t 1:10 TM-T. ZTTRi 3117 e'5TIT 3-1NR 5. 

s-if-J-11,s1K -380 009 t1T111    t I 

Any person being aggrieved by this order may file an appeal against 

this order before the Commissioner of Customs (Appeals), 7th floor, 

Mrudul Tower, Behind Time of India, Ashram Road, Ahmedabad-380 

009 within 60 days from the date of receipt of this order. 

03 -U-df 3-11:fr 1-117tzT *t11-1-1 3-111=1, 1989 (fcf 7-171 f'ZIT'ff4TT T71- 1N-11 

3I-difa.  T. 0.50 cPI fdTh7" -LIIL11(1?-1 Th171.  • -• (-1# 0 411 6)-11 llfq. cbc1 accrt TI-Rf 

Trdij Th-ct 4 14 ;ri . 1:R -?-11z-11c1q ths171 \3441 -EFR, 1870 al-07 I flc 6 5  3f7iTT 50 It c1-)1 itT7 

-- -1R11c1q 1:b171c.“-i -4 04 11 6)--liqfP I 
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The appeal should bear Court Fee Stamp of Rs. .50/- as provided 

under Indian Stamp Act, 1989, modified as may be by the State 

Legislation, whereas the copy of the order attached with this appeal 

should bear a Court Fee Stamp of Rs. 0.50 (Fifty Paisa only) as 

prescribed under Schedule - I, Item 6 of the Court Fees Act, 1870. 

04 31ft1ttE1 T79. TrRr 3f2f ds col TI(ff 1-ft tiff7 ct) Tfi-Trr 

3if.41t7T, 1962 Tcl UM 129 lc1Tt 1-)1 31T11- 1 9T tu11 chkul 3-f ct>1Z-4Tit71 -7 

t I 

Proof of payment of duty / fine / penalty should also be attached with 

the appeal memo, failing to which appeal is liable for rejection for non-

compliance of the provisions of Section 129 of the Customs Act, 1962. 

05 ,3i1f17 1:R?17  1 #TET (3-frit) it:11:1, 1982 31)7 itiktrE.1;11 -7 

(q)a-TR) itzfq, 1982 Tfl-it f4EPtf 0)1 l qii-i&iii 

While submitting the Appeal, the Customs (Appeals) Rules, 1982 and 

the CESTAT (Procedure) Rules, 1982 should be adhered to in all 

respects. 

3-fra7 1i 3 /  TrTrzr, 1i 1T 
06 d6 14 t, tI fa-d-r& t, itag d5,14 4-1i 4 14 \3 -1 1lcTh°t 7W17 7. 

6) 4 ii 

An appeal against this order shall lie before the Commissioner (Appeal) 

on payment of 7.5% of the duty demanded where duty or duty and 

penalty are in dispute or penalty, are in dispute or penalty, where 

penalty alone is in dispute. 
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The facts of the case: 

The facts leading to present adjudication are that M/s. Tirupati Enterprises, B-

201, Crystal Plaza, Opp. Infinity Mall, New Link Road. Andheri (West), Mumbai 

(Maharashtra) - 400 058 (hereinafter referred to as "the Noticee"), are holders of IEC 

No. 0307011445 and Income Tax Permanent Account No. AAEFT4572G, have filed the 

Shipping Bills as detailed in the following Table-A with the Custom House, Gujarat 

Pipavav Port Limited, Pipavav, for the export of goods declared as "Natural Abrasive 

Grain" and "Abrasive" by classifying the same under Custom Tariff Heading No. 2513 

2090 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975: 

TABLE — A 

Sr. 
No. 

Shipping Bill Description of goods Quantity 
(In M. T.) 

F.0.6 Value 
in INR Number Date 

1.  5694470 20.07.2019 Natural Abrasive Grain 28.00 5,16,420 
2.  5698246 20.07.2019 Abrasive 84.00 12,70,665 
3.  5695631 20.07.2019 Natural Abrasive Grain 56.00 11,60,722 
4.  6142174(*) 08.08.2019 Abrasive 42.00 5.86,697 
5.  6142550(**) 08.08.2019 Abrasive 42.00 5,86,697 

, Total 252.00 41,21,201 1 
(*) Initially Shipping Bill No. 5739644 dated 22.07.2019 was filed, which automatically got 

purged after 15 days of filing. 
(**) Initially Shipping Bill No. 5744307 dated 23.07.2019 was filed. which automatically got 

purged after 15 days of filing. 

1.1 Out of the total five Shipping Bills as detailed in foregoing Table —A, the Shipping 

Bills appearing at Sr. No. 1 to 3 were finally assessed under the 'Risk Management 

System' under the provisions of Section 17(2) of the Customs Act, 1962 and those 

appearing at Sr. No. 4 and 5 were assessed provisionally under the provisions of 

Section 17(3) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

2. Further, the representative samples of the goods intended to be exported vide 

the Shipping Bills as mentioned in the foregoing Table — A, were drawn and forwarded 

for ascertaining the nature of goods, to the Customs House Laboratory, Kandla. by the 

Custom House, Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited, Pipavav, vide the following Test Memos: 

TABLE — B   

Sr. 
No. 

Shipping Bill Test Memo 
Number Date Number Date 

1. 5694470 20.07.2019 009 28.07.2019 
2. 5698246 20.07.2019 007 28.07.2019 
3. 5695631 20.07.2019 008 28.07.2019 
4. 6142174 08.08.2019 010 28.07.2019 
5. 6142550 08.08.2019 011 28.07.2019 

3.1 In view of the pending receipt of test results from the Customs House Laboratory, 

Kandla, the Noticee submitted a letter dated 07.08.2019 with reference to Shipping Bills 

mentioned at Sr. No. 1 & 3 of the foregoing Table — A and another identically worded 

letter dated 07.08.2019 with reference to Shipping Bills mentioned at Sr. No. 2, 4 & 5 of 
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the foregoing Table — A. before the Deputy Commissioner, Custom House, Gujarat 

Pipavav Port Limited, Pipavav, wherein they requested that: 

(I) since, testing taking time therefore they cannot adhere to with the 

shipment schedule agreed by them with their overseas buyers: 

(ii) that therefore they requested for permission to export the goods under test 

bond; 

(iii) that they declare and state that the goods exported by them are "Natural 

Abrasive Grain-  as declared in shipping documents and not natural 

garnets: 

(iv) if it is found in contrary to what declared they shall be liable for action as 

per the provisions of the Customs Act, 1962. 

3.2 Whereas, on the basis of the Test Bond dated 08.08.2019 executed by the 

Noticee with reference to Shipping Bill appearing at SI. No. 1 & 3 of the foregoing Table 

— A and Test Bond dated 08.08.2019 executed by the Noticee, with reference to 

Shipping Bill appearing at SI. No. 2, 4 & 5 of the foregoing Table — A, the goods were 

allowed to be exported outside India, provisionally. 

4. Whereas, it appears that the Chemical Examiner, Grade — I, Customs House 

Laboratory. Kandla, with reference to various Test Memos, as mentioned in foregoing 

Table — B, reported as follows: 

Sr. Shipping Bill Test Memo Report 
No. Number Date Number Date Number Date 
1. 5694470 20-07-2019 009 28-07-2019 265 09-08-2019 

The sample as received is in the form of reddish brown coarse gritty powder. It is mainly 
composed of silicates of Aluminium, Iron together with other oxide. 
A1203= 55.8% by wt. 
Specific Gravity at room temp = 3.2 

Note: 
The exact identification of the sample could not be ascertained in this laboratory for want 
of testing facility i.e. crystallography. Such sample may be forwarded to any other 
recognised laboratory, where such facility is available for such type of sample. 

2. 5698246 20-07-2019 007 28-07-2019 263 09-08-2019 
The sample as received is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse gritty powder. It 
is mainly composed of silicates of Aluminium, Iron together with other oxide. 
A1203 content = 55.4% by wt. 
Specific Gravity =3.7882 

Note: 
The exact identification of the sample could not be ascertained in this laboratory for want 
of testing facility i.e. crystallography. Such sample may be forwarded to any other 
recognised laboratory, where such facility is available. 

. 5695631 20-07-2019 ; 008 28-07-2019 264 I 09-08-2019 
The sample as received is in the form of reddish brown gritty coarse powder. It is mainly 
composed of silicates of Aluminium. Iron together with other oxide. 
A1203= 56.8% by wt. 
Specific Gravity at room temp =3.7951 
Gritt No. 20 

Note: 
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The exact identification of the sample could not be ascertained in this lab for want of 
testing facility i.e. crystallography. Such sample may be forwarded to any other 
recognised lab where such facility is available for such type of product. 

. 6142174 08-08-2019 010 ' 28-07-2019 I 266 -1 16-08-2019 
The sample as received is in the form of reddish brown gritty coarse powder. It is mainly 
composed of silicates of Aluminium, Iron together with other oxide. 
Moisture Content = 0.14% by Wt. 
Loss on ignition = 0.32% by Wt. 
A1203= 53.0% by wt 
Iron Content = 26.0 % by Wt, 
Specific Gravity at room temp = 3.8 

Note: 
The exact identification of the sample could not be ascertained in this laboratory for want 
of testing facility i.e. crystallography. Such sample may be forwarded to any other 
recognised laboratory where such facility is available for sucjjype of sample. 

5. 6142550 08-08-2019 011 28-07-2019 1 267 09-08-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish coarse gritty powder. It is mainly composed of 
silicates of Aluminium, Iron together with other oxide. 

(1) Alumina = 55.80% by wt. 
(2) Specific Gravity = 3.79 

Note: 
The exact identification of the sample could not be ascertained in this laboratory for want 
of testing facility i.e. crystallography. Such sample may be forwarded to any other 
Government reco.nised Laborato where such facility is available, if required. 

5. Further, as the Chemical Examiner, Grade - I, Customs House Laboratory, 

Kandla expressed his inability to test the sample for want of certain facilities, the 

samples were sent to the Central Revenues Control Laboratory, New Delhi, who 

reported their findings in respect of the samples pertaining to the said Shipping Bills, as 

tabulated hereunder: 

Sr. 
No. 

Shipping Bill Test Memo Report 
Number Number 1 Date Number Date Date 

01 5694470 I 20-07-2019 016 09-08-2019 CL-927-EXP 20-09-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse powder. On the basis of 
Physical, Chemical and XRD analysis, sample is a natural garnet. (Almandine - in the 
form of Iron Aluminium Silicate) 
Density = 4.393 (g/cm3) 

02 5698246 1 20-07-2019 018 09-08-2019 FCL-929-EXP 20-09-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse powder. On the basis of 
Physical, Chemical and XRD analysis, sample is a natural garnet (Almandine - in the 
form of Iron Aluminium Silicate) 
Density = 4.327 (g/cm3) 

03 5695631 20-07-2019 1 017 09-08-2017 I CL-928-EXP , 20-09-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse powder. On the basis of 
Physical. Chemical and XRD analysis, sample is a natural garnet. (Almandine - in the 
form of Iron Aluminium Silicate) 
Density = 4.405 (g/cm3) 

04 6142174 08-08-2019 014 09-08-2019 CL-925-EXP 20-09-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse powder. On the basis of 
Physical, Chemical and XRD analysis, sample is a natural garnet. (Almandine - in the 
form of Iron Aluminium Silicate) 
Density = 4.385 (g/cm3) 

05 6142550 08-08-2019 1 013 09-08-2019 CL-924-EXP 20-09-2019 
The sample is in the form of reddish brown coloured coarse powder. On the basis of 
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Physical, Chemical and XRD analysis, sample is a natural garnet (Almandine — in the 
form of Iron Aluminium Silicate) 
Density = 4.358 (g/cm3)  

6. From the foregoing reports of the Central Revenues Control Laboratory, New 

Delhi, the goods exported were "NATURAL GARNET" and not the one as declared by 

the Noticee, therefore, it appears that goods are found to be mis-declared as they are 

appropriately classifiable under the Customs Tariff Heading No. 2513 2030 of the First 

Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. The CTH No. 2513 reads as follows: 

Tariff Item Description of article Unit 

(1) (2) (3) 
2513 Pumice stone; emery; natural corundum, natural garnet 

and other natural abrasives, whether or not heat-treated 

2513 10 00 -Pumice stone Kg. 

2513 20 - Emery, natural corundum, natural garnet and other natural 
abrasives: 

2513 20 10 ---Emery Kg 

2513 20 20 --- Natural corundum Kg. 

2513 20 30 --- Natural garnet Kg. 

2513 20 90 ---Other Kg 

7. The Director General of Foreign Trade, New Delhi, vide their Notification No. 

26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 had inserted new entry at SI. No. 98A in Chapter 26 of 

Schedule 2 of ITC (HS) Classification of Export & Import Items 2018, as follows: 

SI. 
No. 

Tariff Item 
HS Code 

Unit Item Description Export 
Policy 

Policy 
Condition 

98A 2508 5031 
2508 5032 
2508 5039 
2612 1000 
2612 2000 
2614 0010 
2614 0020 
2614 0031 
2614 0039 
2614 0090 
2615 1000 
2513 2030 

Kg. Beach Sand Minerals filmenite, 
Rutile, Leucoxene (titanium 
bearing mineral), Zircon, Garnet, 
Sillimanite and Monazite 
(Uranium and Thorium)] 

STE (State 
Trading 
Enterprise) 

Export 
through 
Indian Rare 
Earths 
Limited 
(IREL) 

8. Whereas, upon issuance of the aforesaid notification, it appears that consequent 

to Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 Garnet classifiable under CTH 2513 

2030 could only be exported by M/s. Indian Rare Earths Limited and no other entity. 

9.1 Whereas, the above mentioned reports of the Central Revenues Control 

Laboratory, New Delhi, were communicated to the Noticee by the Deputy 

Commissioner, Custom House, Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited, Pipavav, vide letter F. No. 

V111/26-14/PIP/Export/Query/2019-2020 dated 11.10.2019. 
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9.2 Whereas, the Noticee vide their letter dated 18.10.2019. submitted as follows: 

"... As per notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21st August, 2018. which clearly 
states that export of "BSM" will be channelized through IREL. The BSM (BEACH 
SAND MINERAL) is a suit of seven minerals where Natural Garnet is one of the 
mineral. Our product is originated from Rajasthan and is not sourced from beach. 
You do not fine traces of ilminate which is generally present in the Beach Sand 
Garnet " 

9.3 Whereas, it appears that above argument of the Noticee is not valid since, in the 

Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018, the product Garnet has been 

mentioned separately and also, it is separately classifiable under CTH 2513 2030 of 

First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975. Thus, it appears that the goods exported 

are clearly covered under the Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018. 

10.1 Whereas, it appears that the Noticee had conscious knowledge that the goods 

exported by them were nothing but the 'Natural Garnet' and therefore, to avoid the 

restriction they have mis-declared the goods. 

10.2 Whereas, it appears that Section 50(2) and 50(3) of the Customs Act, 1962. 

which places onus upon the exporter, reads as follows: 

50. Entry of goods for exportation. - 
(1)  
(2) The exporter of any goods, while presenting a shipping bill or bill of export, 

shall make and subscribe to a declaration as to the truth of its contents. 
(3) The exporter who presents a shipping bill or bill of export under this 

section shall ensure the following, namely: 
(a) the accuracy and completeness of the information given therein: 
(b) the authenticity and validity of any document supporting it: and 
(c) compliance with the restriction or prohibition, if any, relating to the 

goods under this Act or under any other law for the time being in 
force. 

10.3 Whereas, it appears that the Noticee by resorting to mis-declaration of the goods, 

have failed to comply with the provisions of Section 50(2) and 50(3) of the Customs Act, 

1962. It further appears that no evidence has been placed on record by the Noticee that 

they were authorised to export the said goods on behalf of M/s. Indian Rare Earths 

Limited. 

11.1 Whereas, it appears that the export of the said goods is restricted and can only 

be done by M/s. Indian Rare Earths Limited and also it appears that no evidence has 

been produced by the Noticee that they are authorised on behalf of M/s. Indian Rare 

Earths Limited to export the said goods. However, the Noticee mis-declared the export 

goods and exported the same which was contrary to the prevailing Foreign Trade 

Policy. Therefore, it appears that the above act of the Noticee had rendered total 252 

Metric Tonnes of Natural Garnet (As per foregoing Table — A) having total FOB of Rs. 

41,21,201/- is liable for confiscation under Section 113(d) of the Customs Act, 1962. 
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11.2 Whereas, it further appears that while making entry under Section 50 of the 

Customs Act. 1962 the Noticee had not made correct declaration of the goods to be 

exported. Therefore, it appears that the total 252 Metric Tonnes of Natural Garnet 

having total FOB of Rs. 41,21,201/- is liable for confiscation under Section 113(i) of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

12. Whereas, it appears that the Noticee by resorting to mis-declaration of the goods 

have rendered the goods liable for confiscation under Section 113(d) and 113(i) of the 

Customs Act, 1962 and for rendering the goods liable for confiscation, the Noticee have 

also rendered themselves liable for penal action under Section 114 of the Customs Act, 

1962. 

13. The above observations lead to issuance of show cause notice from F. No. 

VIII/10-22/ADC/O&A/2019-20 dated 02.12.2019 to M/s. Tirupati Enterprises, B-201, 

Crystal Plaza, Opp. Infinity Mall, New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai 400 058, 

wherein they were called upon to show cause as to why: 

(i) the below tabulated Shipping Bills should not be re-assessed by 

classifying the exported goods from Tariff Hearing No. 2513 2090 of the 

First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 to Tariff Heading No. 2513 

2030 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, under Section 

17(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 

Sr. 
No. 

Shipping Bill Quantity F.O.B Value in 
(In M. T.) INR Number Date 

1.  5694470 20.07.2019 28.00 5,16.420 
2.  5698246 20.07.2019 84.00 12,70,665 
3.  5695631 20.07.2019 56.00 11,60,722 

Total 168.00 29,47,807 

(ii) the below tabulated Shipping Bills should not be finally assessed under 

Section 17(3) of the Customs Act, 1962, by rejecting the classification of 

the exported goods under Tariff Hearing No. 2513 2090 of the First 

Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and classifying the same under 

the Customs Tariff Heading No. 2513 2030 of the First Schedule to the 

Customs Tariff Act, 1975, under Section 17(4) of the Customs Act, 1962; 

Sr. 
No. 

Shipping Bill Quantity 
(In M. T.) 

F.O.B Value in 
INR Number Date 

01 6142174 08.08.2019 42.00 5,86,697 
02 6142550 08.08.2019 42.00 5,86.697 

Total 84.00 11,73,394 

(iii) the above mentioned total quantity of 252 Metric Tonnes of Natural Garnet 

appearing at Sr. no. (i) and sr. no. (ii) having total FOB of Rs. 41,21,201/-

should be confiscated under Section 113(d) of the Customs Act, 1962; 
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(iv) the above mentioned quantity of 252 Metric Tonnes of Natural Garnet 

appearing at (i) and (ii) above having combined FOB of Rs. 41,21,201/-

should not be confiscated under Section 113(i) of the Customs Act. 1962. 

(v) penalty should not be imposed upon them under Section 114 of the 

Customs Act, 1962. 

Reply to Show Cause Notice: 

14. The Noticee vide their letter ref. no. nil dated 11.12.2019 filed the reply to the 

Show Cause Notice, wherein they contended that the issued DGFT Notification no. 

26/2015-2020 dated 21st August, 2018, according to which, Beach Sand Mineral (BSM) 

export has to be canalized through Indian Rare Earths Limited (IREL), is causing 

ambiguity and confusion with the Custom authorities on Port and IREL and thus, it is 

essential to differentiate between Beach Garnet, a Beach Sand Mineral (BSM) which is 

exported from South India Coast and ABRASIVE (Silicates of Iron and Aluminium) 

which is almost exclusively exported through Ports in Western India. 

14.1. There are some points of concerns listed below with respect to the notification 

which highlight the major differences and finds the need to differentiate between BSM 

Garnet and Abrasives: 

1. The first paragraph of the notification quotes "In exercise of the powers conferred 

by Section 3 of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992 (No. 22 

of 1992), read with paragraph 1.02 and 2.01 of the FTP-2015-2020, as amended 

from time to time. the Central Government hereby, with immediate effect, makes 

amendment in export policy of 'Beach Sand Minerals' in Chapter 26 of Schedule 

2 of ITC(HS) Classification of Export and Import items." 

Exp: Prior to the DGFT Notification their material was being exported under HS 

Code 2513 2030 which is the same code as beach garnet as the product was 

analysed by its physical properties and its application. The through XRD analysis 

was required and done only after the notification was imposed. As the abrasive 

and Beach Garnet have different mineral compositions, they started addressing it 

on the name on its application. They are submitting NABL accredited tests 

herewith and Mineralogical analysis of BARTON (the biggest supplier of Garnet 

Abrasive in the world of Rock and Beach Garnet) to analyse the same. Abrasive 

has absence of Heavy minerals and monazite components unlike beach garnet 

and hence, should be named and classified differently. 

2. Paragraph 2 of the notification mentions "Other minerals under code 2617 are 

freely exportable, except those which have been notified as prescribed 

substances and controlled under Atomic Energy Act, 1962." 

Exp: Our material Abrasive does not fall under the notification for prescribed 

substances, which are controlled under Atomic Energy Act, 1962. Also. the 
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radioactivity for Rock Garnet is diffuse NORM unlike beach garnet whose 

radioactivity is diffuse TENORM. 

14.2. The Noticee alongwith their letter dated 11.12.2019 further submitted the 

following documents which highlight that their material Abrasive is different from Natural 

Beach Garnet (BSM) — 

1. Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 which clearly mention that 

export of `BSM' will be channelized through Indian Rare Earth Limited. 

2. Abstract from Mr. R. N. Patra, the CMD of IREL by Department of Materials 

Science and Engineering showing the BSM is a suite of seven minerals which 

are known as heavy minerals. Out of which the BSM is phosphate of Rare Earths 

and Thorium which render the mineral radioactive is the only commercial source 

of rare earths in India. 

3. Atomic Minerals Directorate for Exploration And Research showing the states 

where the reserves of BSM deposits. (Rajasthan not being one of them). 

4. BARTON (the biggest supplier of abrasives in America for 130 years) Technical 

Data for ADIRONDACK GARNET ABRASIVES (ROCK GARNET) which shows 

the mineral composition similar to that of their product, as they individually 

separate MICA and MEGNATITE during the Abrasive processing. Kindly note the 

radioactivity test gives NORM Result Vs TENORM for its beach counterpart. 

5. Technical data of ALLTEK GARNET ABRASIVES (BEACH GARNET) from 

BARTON which is the one with presence of Ilmenite, Rutile, Leucoxene. Zircon, 

Monozite, Sillimanite along with Garnet. 

6. Lab test reports shows the mineral breakup percentile with no traces of Radio 

Active elements and shows that their material has negative presence of rare 

earth elements like Ilmentite, Rutile, Zircon and Monazite. 

14.3. The Noticee further submitted that on the basis of foregoing explanations and 

documentation proof, they prove that the abrasive is different from BSM Garnet and 

submitted that they had not mislead or hidden the identity of the product. 

15. Personal Hearing:  The first personal hearing in the matter was conducted on 

06.01.2020, which was attended by Mr. Dhirendra Rajguru, M.D. and Ms. Heena Joshi, 

Executive Director of the Noticee. During the course of hearing they submitted that they 

will be filing detailed reply by the end of the month. They further clarified that the goods 

exported by them are not 'Beach sand Material' which are restricted; their goods are 

Rock Minerals from Rajasthan where there are no beaches. Thus, their goods are not 

restricted and Show Cause Notice merits to be dropped otherwise a month's time may 

be given for submission of written reply and PH may be accorded thereafter. 
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15.1. The Noticee vide their letter dated 14.02.2020 (received on 24.02.2020) 

submitted their further written reply to the Show Cause Notice dated 02.12.2019 as 

follows — 

1. The exported goods i.e. 'Natural Abrasive Grain' are correctly classifiable under 

CTH 2513 2090 and not under CTH 2513 2030 as alleged by the department. 

A. The impugned goods are rock garnets and not beach garnets i.e. beach sand 

minerals — It is pertinent to mention that Rock Garnet is a natural abrasive 

grain that is mined, crushed to grit size, washed, screened. magnetized and 

air blowed to remove magnetite and Mica to characterized as Rock Garnets 

or Abrasives. The characteristics of two types of Garnet is as follows: 

(i) Rock Garnets (Almandine Rocks) — Rock Garnet or Almandine rock 

garnet is found in underground deposits and are of high mineral purity 

with a hardness of 7.5 MOHs and S. G. 4.0. The raw garnet rocks are 

crushed into sharp angled, chunky fragments ideally suited for 

aggressive blasting. 

(ii) Beach Garnet (Alluvial Garnet) — Beach Garnets or Alluvial Garnet are 

found in beaches in sand form due to the natural action of weather. As 

they are exposed to the constant impact or tumbling from the waves. 

beach garnets tend to be of smaller mesh sizes and rounder in shapes 

compared to the angular faces of rock garnet. Beach garnet being 

extracted from beaches, have higher chloride and salt content than 

rock garnet abrasive. 

B. The 'Beach Garnet' is one of the seven mineral sands viz. ilmenite, leucoxene 

(brown ilmenite), rutile, zircon, sillimanite and monazite. Since these minerals 

are always found together in the beach sands of coastal stretches of 

peninsular India, they are classified as associate minerals and they are often 

synonymous with the term "Beach Sand Mineral' as entire production of these 

minerals in India is from beach sands occurring on the coast. 

C Beach garnets are thus found in the states of Kerala, Odisha and Tamil Nadu 

On the contrary, Rock garnets occur in mines in states such as Chhattisgarh, 

Jharkhand and Rajasthan. Particularly in Rajasthan, garnet deposits are 

located Udaipur, Ajmer, Bhilwara, Rajsam and Tonk districts covering a strike 

length of 250 Kms. and the abrasive variety is found in Bhilwara and 

Rajsamand district. 

D Earlier they had categorically stated that the impugned garnet abrasives 

originated from Rajasthan and were not sourced from any beaches in Tamil 

Nadu, Kerala or Orissa. Further, Rock Garnets are 'Almandine Garnets' while 

Beach Garnets are Almandine variety in Alluvial Form unlike Rock Garnets. 

E Further, Rock Garnet Abrasives have absence of heavy minerals such as 

ilmenite and monazite (Uranium and Thorium) components unlike Beach 

Garnet and hence, merit to be classified differently from Natural Garnet. 
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Further, the technical data for Adirondack Garnet Abrasives (Rock Garnet) 

shows the mineral composition similar to that of the product of the Noticee, as 

they individually separate MICA and Magnetite during the Abrasive 

processing. 

F. The other differences between the two types of garnets are as described 

below: 

1 
Garnet (BSM) Natural Abrasive Grain (Rock Garnet) 

Radio activity Derivatives contain Monazite 
element. 

Absence of heavy minerals such as 
ilmenite and monazite (Uranium and 
Thorium). 

Characteristics 
1. Appearance 
2. Colour 
3. Grain Size 
4. Availability 
5. Processing 

Free flowing Fine Sand. 
Greyish Pink. 
90 microns to 1700 microns. 
Natural Beach Sand. 
Separated from other 
derivatives of BSM by using 
their Gravity. 

Rock or Coarser particle. 
Reddish Brown. 
250 microns to >6000 microns. 
Mines or upper crust of earth. 
Washing, crushing, magnetic and 
blower separator, sieving. 

G. They have got tested their sample of "ABRASIVE" with international 

laboratory which confirms that their sample of Abrasive does not contain 

Monazite. Also, the absence of any traces of Rutile further confirms that their 

sample is not Beach Sand Mineral (BSM). The sample of BSM Garnet was 

also tested for comparison purpose. Their samples are tested by X-Ray 

Diffraction Analysis (XRD) by CRCL, which only detects elements in 

crystalline form where in elemental analysis by X-Ray Energy Dispersive 

Spectrometry (EDS) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) test will 

confirm the presence of both crystalline and non-crystalline components 

which can help in evaluating the presence of Monazite which will confirm that 

BSM has the presence of Radioactive material, which are the objectionable 

content unlike Abrasive sample. 

H. Therefore, the impugned goods being Rock Garnet i.e. Natural Abrasive 

Grain and not Beach Garnets are appropriately classified by the Noticee 

under CTH 2513 2090 in the category of 'Other'. 

2. The Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 seeks to regulate the export  

of Beach Sand Minerals only. 

A. The averment in para 9.3 of the impugned SCN dated 02.12.2019 that the 

exported goods are covered under Notification no. 26/2015-2020 dated 

21.08.2018 is misplaced and incorrect since the said Notification clearly 

states that the export of Rare Earth Compounds classified as Beach Sand 

Minerals (BSM) namely [ilmenite, Rutile, Leucoxene (Titanium bearing 

mineral), Zircon, Garnet, Sillimanite and Monazite (Uranium and Thorium) 

shall be regulated in terms of SI. No. 98A of Chapter 26 Schedule 2 of 

ITC(HS) Classification. 
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B. A plain reading of the Notification clearly indicates that for a product to be 

covered under the said Notification dated 02.12.2018, it would have to be 

beach sand mineral (BSM) procured from sea or sea shores or recovered 

from processing of beach sands. Further, square brackets (as used in the 

Notification) are used to add information that explains the text it follows i.e. 

they are used to make a piece of text clearer. In the present case, the use of 

the square bracket has been made to enlist the seven types of Beach Sand 

Minerals that were to be brought under the ambit of the said Notification. In 

other words, for the product to be covered under the said Notification, it first 

has to qualify as a BSM. Thus, the said Notification applies only to Beach 

Garnets which are one of the seven minerals of BSM and not to Rock 

Garnets that are not even a Beach Sand Minerals. 

C. Thus, the allegation of the Department that the Noticee not being authorized 

on behalf of Indian Rare Earth Limited exported the impugned goods in 

violation of Notification No. 26/2015-2020 is untenable in law since the 

products of the Noticee, being Rock Garnets and not Beach Garnets, do not 

fall within the purview of the said Notification. Garnets, other than Beach 

Garnets, namely Rock and Gem varieties occurring in western regions in 

states like Rajasthan far away from sea are freely exportable and do not have 

to be channelized through IREL. 

D. The preamble of the notification clearly mentions that export of Beach Sand 

Minerals only be channelized through IREL, hence the insertion of SI No 

98A does cannot dilute the preamble. It is pertinent to mention that words 

inside the bracket are illustrative and not exhaustive and would not control or 

resist the scope of preamble of Notification. Reliance is placed on the 

decision of Chhattisgarh High Court in the case of Shrikishan & Company Vs. 

Addl. Commr. Of Commercial Tax, Raipur [2019(28)GSTL406(Chhattisgarh)] 

3. Penalty & Confiscation is not imposable since there is no mis-declaration.  

A. Mere mentioning wrong tariff heading in Bill of Entry is not suppression of 

facts as classification is function of department. Reliance is placed on the 

following decisions: 

(i) International Exim Agency Vs Commissioner of Customs, Chennai 

2009(242)ELT267(Tri.- Chennai): 

(ii) Raj Television Network v. Commissioner of Customs, Chennai 

2007(215)ELT71(Tri.- Chennai) 

(iii) Hindustan National Glass & Ind. Ltd. v. Commissioner of Customs, 

Calcutta — 2002(145)ELT162(Tri.- Kolkata) 

B Where the appellant has not acted dishonestly, or with deliberate or distinct 

object of breaching the law, penalty should not be imposed - Akbar Badruddin 

Jiwani v. Collector of Customs — 1990(47)ELT161(SC) 
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C. When the Noticee claims a classification under a particular heading, it is 

based on his understanding of the subject matter and the same cannot be 

treated as a mis-declaration as held by the Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of 

Northern Plastic Ltd. v. Collector of Customs & Central Excise — 

1998(101)ELT549(SC). 

D. Further, since, it is a classification dispute, no penalty is imposable on the 

Noticee in light of decision in the case of CCE. Indore v. Syncom Formulation 

(I) Ltd- 2002(150)ELT1228(Tri.- Del.) by relying in case of Hindustan Steel 

Ltd. Vs. State of Orissa — 1978(2)ELT(J159)SC. 

15.2. The second personal hearing was conducted on 24.02.2020, which was attended 

by Mr. Dhirendra Rajguru, M.D. and Ms. Heena Joshi, Executive Director of the Noticee. 

During the course of hearing they submitted the copy of their letter dated 14.02.2020 

alongwith the test results conducted by GR Petrology, Canada. They requested for re-

testing of the samples of their exported goods by EOS and SEM methods which will 

demonstrate difference between BSM and RSM and also requested to keep in 

abeyance for testing purpose. 

15.3. The personal hearing in the case was again scheduled on 22.10.2021 in virtual 

mode, due to change in adjudicating authority. The scheduled personal hearing was 

attended by Mr. Dhirendra Rajguru and Ms. Heena Joshi, both being the partner of the 

Noticee. During the course of personal hearing both the partners reiterated their earlier 

submissions and further requested to get the samples re-tested by XRD and SEM 

method with percentile of each element to know the exact nature of the goods exported 

by them. 

Discussion and Findings: 

16. Before going into the merits of the case, I would like to discuss what Garnet is, 

for ease of understanding. As per the web page URL https://en.wikipedia.org/ 

wiki/Garnet, Garnets are a group of silicate minerals that have been used since 

the Bronze Age as gemstones and abrasives. All species of garnets possess similar 

physical properties and crystal forms, but differ in chemical composition. The different 

species are pyrope, almandine, spessartine, grossular, uvarovite and andradite. The 

word garnet comes from the 14th-century Middle English word gernet, meaning 'dark 

red'. It is borrowed from Old French grenate from Latin granatus, from granum ('grain, 

seed'). Garnet species are found in every colour, with reddish shades most common. 

Garnet species' light transmission properties can range from the gemstone-quality 

transparent specimens to the opaque varieties used for industrial purposes as 

abrasives. Garnets are nesosilicates having the general formula X3Y2(SiO4)3. 

The X site is usually occupied by divalent cations (Ca, Mg, Fe, Mn)2+ and the Y site by 

trivalent cations (Al. Fe, Cr)3+ in an octahedral/ tetrahedral framework with 
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[Si0414- occupying the tetrahedra. Because the chemical composition of garnet varies, 

the atomic bonds in some species are stronger than in others. As a result, this mineral 

group shows a range of hardness on the Mohs scale of about 6.0 to 7.5. The harder 

species like almandine are often used for abrasive purposes. 

17. With this basic knowledge of Garnet, I proceed further to decide the case. I have 

carefully gone through the entire case records, verbal submissions made by the Noticee 

during the personal hearing alongwith the written submissions made/ documents 

submitted by them vide their letter ref. no. nil dated 11.12.2019 and 14.02.2020 

18. I find that the main issue to be decided in the case on hand is that whether, the 

exported goods classified under 0TH 2513 20 90 by the Noticee vide the five Shipping 

Bills as detailed in foregoing Table - A, by claiming it to be "Natural Abrasive Grain" or 

"Abrasive", have been mis-declared/ mis-classified to avoid the export restrictions 

imposed on export of certain minerals by the DGFT vide their Notification No. 26/2015-

2020 dated 21st August, 2018, or otherwise. 

19. I observe that in order to ascertain the exact nature of said exported goods, the 

representative samples from the lot of each Shipping Bill as listed in the foregoing Table 

- A. were drawn by the Custom House, Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited. Pipavay. and 

were sent to the Central Revenues Control Laboratory (In brief - CRCL), New Delhi, as 

the Customs Laboratory, Kandla was not having the necessary facility to test such 

samples. 

19.1. I further observe that the CRCL, New Delhi. vide their reports dated 20.09.2019, 

submitted the lab testing result separately in respect of the sample pertaining to each 

shipping bill. As per their reports, each sample was ascertained to be a "Natural Garnet" 

i.e. Almandine in the form of Iron Aluminium silicate, which was in the form of reddish 

brown coloured coarse powder. The said result in respect of said samples were arrived 

by the CRCL, after conducting physical, chemical and XRD analysis, which was also 

communicated to the Noticee by the Customs House, Gujarat Pipavav Port Limited. 

Pipavav vide letter F. No. V111/26-14/P1P/Export Query/2019-20/2287 dated 11.10.2019. 

20. 1 further observe that vide DGFT Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 

21.08.2018, export of Beach Sand Minerals (in brief - BSM) having ilmenite, Rutile, 

Leucoxene (Titanium Bearing Mineral) Zircon, Garnet, Sillimanite and Monazite 

(Uranium and Thorium) have been placed under restricted category, as vide the said 

notification they were brought under STE (State Trading Enterprise) and can be 

exported only through the canalizing agency IREL (Indian Rare Earths Limited). I also 

observe that as the exported goods contain Garnet, the same falls under the restricted 

category, 1 further find that in the present case neither the goods were exported through 

IREL nor under any authorization for export from IREL. The said Notification also 

specifies the CTH of Garnet as 2513 20 30. 
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21. I find that the Noticee vide their letter ref. no. nil dated 11.12.2019 submitted that 

prior to the DGFT Notification, their material was being exported under HS Code 2513 

2030 which is the same code as beach garnet, as the product was analysed by its 

physical properties and its application, however, after the issue of notification, they 

started addressing it on the name of its application by carrying out XRD analysis. I find 

that the CRCL. New Delhi, has also analysed the samples on the basis of physical, 

chemical and XRD analysis and declared the material as 'Natural Garnet (Almandine — 

in the form of Iron Aluminium Silicate)'. Thus, in view of above, it clearly leads to the 

inference that only after issuance of the said DGFT Notification and conducting the XRD 

analysis, the Noticee started addressing their material with different name i.e. either 

'Natural Abrasive Grain' or 'Abrasive' under the different CTH 2513 20 90 specifying 

under the category of "Others" which classifies 'other natural abrasives instead of 

classifying the same under CTH 2513 20 30 as they did earlier. 

21.1. I also observe that the XRD analysis is known as X-Ray Diffraction analysis, 

which is a technique used in materials science to determine the crystallographic 

structure of a material. XRD analysis, is used to identify the crystalline phases present 

in a material and thereby reveal chemical composition information. I further find that the 

CTH 2513 20 30 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975 is pertaining to 

"Natural Garnet", whereas, CTH No. 2513 2090 pertains to the item description "Other" 

meant for "other natural abrasives". The export policy for the said customs tariff heading 

s 'Free'. 

21.2. I find that my above views are further strengthen by the "Office Memorandum" (In 

brief — OM) issued from F. No. PSU-3010/44/2019-PSU/2798 dated 25.02.2020 by the 

Under Secretary (PSU), Government of India. Department of Atomic Energy, PSU 

Section, Mumbai, regarding Export of Abrasive (Rock Garnet) from Rajasthan is not 

abide by DGFT Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 canalizing the export of 

Beach Sand Minerals (BSM) through IREL (India) Ltd. The said Office Memorandum is 

addressed to the Directorate General of Foreign Trade, Foreign Trade Development 

Officer, Ministry of Commerce & Industry, Export Cell, Room No. 410, H-Wing, Udyog 

Bhawan, New Delhi — 110011 and pertains to M/s Tirupati Enterprises, Mumbai i.e. the 

Noticee. I find that vide para 5 the said OM, the application of the Noticee to revise the 

heading for their export goods was suggested to not to be acceded. The said OM reads 

as follows: 

"Government of India 
Department of Atomic Energy 

PSU Section 
Anushakti Bhavan, 

C. S. M. Marg, 
Mumbai — 400 001 

No PSU-3010/44/2019-PSU/2798 February 25. 2020 
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM 

Subject: Export of Abrasive (Rock Garnet) from Rajasthan is not abide by DGFT 
Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 canalizing the export of Beach 
Sand Minerals (BSM) through IREL (India) Ltd. 

Directorate General of Foreign Trade (DGFT) may please refer to their OM No. 
01/91/171/22/AM19/EC/468 dated 28.11.2019 on the above subject. 
2. The matter has been examined in the Department in consultation with Atomic Minerals 
Directorate for Exportation & Research (AMD) and IREL (India) Limited (IREL) and it is 
intimated that the material i.e. Rock Garnet, proposed to be exported falls under HS Code 2513 
20 30 and the material is covered under canalization through IREL (India) Limited vide DGFT 
Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018. M/s Tirupati Enterprises has been exporting 
Garnet from Rajasthan Rock source under the correct HS Code 2513 2030. However, to 
circumvent the provisions of canalization, the Firm wants to change the HSN Code to 2513 20 
90 and reclassify the material as Natural Abrasive. This is not appropriate as the material that 
the Firm are exporting is Garnet which is specifically categorized under the head 2513 20 30 .  
while the HSN Code 2513 20 90 is for residual entries. It is stated here that IREL has already 
received complaints of Garnet being exported from various ports in Gujarat by unscrupulous 
exports by changing the HSN Code to 2513 20 90 "Natural Abrasive/ Natural Abrasive Grains". 
While Mundra Port has acted on IREL's advice, we are yet to hear from other ports on the 
same. This issue has been taken up with DGFT and Customs to stop the practice as it is 
apprehended that the same would become conduit for export of BSM. 
3. As per records. there is no information available with AMD about the grant of mining 
lease for garnet in hard rock terrains of Rajasthan. If any garnet consignments are allowed for 
export without any checks by the canalizing agency notified by the DGFT and without the 
requirement of MTC as per the SOP published by IREL, there is a possibility that exporters will 
try to export the BSM Garnet as Rock Garnet and the port authorities may not be able to 
differentiate it. It is also stated that garnet can be recovered from placers as well as from 
pegmatic alluvium in the hinterland away from the coast i.e. within the hard rock terrain. If 
source rock contains monazite, chances of association of monazite in varied quantity with 
garnet recovered from inland placers/ pegmatite/ schist/ gneiss cannot be ruled out. Fudher, it 
would be difficult for the port authorities to differentiate between detrital beach garnet and 
crushed rock garnet megascopically. If the garnet consignments are allowed for export without 
any checks by the canalizing agency notified by the DGFT and without the requirement of MTC 
as per the SOP published by IREL, there is a possibility that exporters will try to export the BSM 
garnet as rock garnet and the port authorities may not be able to differentiate them. 
4. Therefore. the export of garnet sand which is closely associated with monazite shall not 
be allowed without MTC. M/s Tirupati Enterprise may be asked to approach IREL for canalizing 
their exports through IREL. 
5. In view of the above, as the product under reference is Garnet and there is 
apprehension of the route being adopted by unscrupulous exporters to export BSMs under this 
revised heading, the request of the party should not be acceded to. 
6. This has the approval of the Competent Authority in the Department." 

(Emphasis supplied) 

21.2.1. I also find that the veracity of the issuance of the said OM dated 25.02.2020 was 

confirmed by the Under Secretary (PSU), Government of India, Department of Atomic 

Energy, PSU Section, Mumbai, vide their letter ref. no. PSU-3010/44/2019-PSU/5824 

dated August 27, 2020. 

21.3. I find that in view of the Standard Operating Procedure (In brief— SOP) issued by 

the IREL i.e. the canalizing agency for export of Garnet. the Noticee had not produced 

any Monazite Test Certificate (In brief — MTC) issued by the Atomic Minerals Directorate 

for Exploration & Research (AMD) for such exported goods before shifting the materials 
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to the designated port of export. I also find that the Noticee had neither exported the 

goods through IREL nor under the authorization of IREL. Thus, I find that the Noticee 

had violated the procedure as prescribed vide the said DGFT Notification No. 26/2015-

2020 dated 21.08.2018. 

22. I further find that the Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 adds entry 

Sr. no. 98A in Schedule 2 of ITC (HS). The specific entry under Customs Tariff item 

25132030 refers to Garnet. The said notification adds the condition in export policy that 

goods with item description Beach Sand Minerals as listed viz. ilmenite, Rutile, Garnet, 

Monazite, Zircon etc. will be exported by State Trading Enterprises only and the policy 

condition mentions the export will be through Indian Rare Earth Ltd. (IREL) only. Thus, 

the goods tested by the CRCL, New Delhi, have been found to be Natural Garnet, 

hence, the same are correctly classifiable under 0TH 2513 2030 specifically. The 

specific mineral "Garnet" is also mentioned under column "Item description" in the said 

DGFT Notification no. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018. Therefore, I find that the word 

Beach Sand Mineral has to be taken as generic term and not specifically only those 

minerals mined on beach. The natural garnet is found both on beach and inland. It 

cannot be the aim of the policy makers to have the policy prohibition only for ilmenite, 

Rutile, Garnet. Zircon etc. which is found on beach sand and not inland. The Custom 

Tariff Heading item 2513 2030 is specifically mentioned in the said DGFT Notification 

and this tariff item also does not differentiate between Garnet found on Beach Sand and 

Mineral inland. Thus, the beach sand mineral is to be read only as indicative class of 

goods/ generic class of goods. The argument by the Noticee that natural garnet which 

they are exporting is mined in Rajasthan and not on any Beach in India is absurd and 

farcical. It cannot be aim of any policy maker just to prohibit a type of mineral which are 

found in beach and same mineral are if found/ mined in land can be allowed to be 

exported freely under export policy. This interpretation as done by the Noticee will 

produce absurd, irrational and farcical results which will defeat the basic aim of having 

the prohibition of exporting "Garnet" through STE i.e. IREL. 

23. The other issue raised by the Noticee is that the goods exported were classifiable 

under CTH 2513 20 90 under item description "Others" as abrasive grains and not 

under 0TH 2513 20 30 under item description "Garnet". I find the said argument made 

by the Noticee as inappropriate inasmuch as the test reports received from CRCL, New 

Delhi clearly mentions that on physical, chemical and XRD analysis, the sample is found 

to be Natural Garnet (Almandine — in the form of Iron Aluminium Silicate). I also observe 

that the Noticee during the course of personal hearing requested to re-test the sample 

by XRD and SEM method. In this regard, I am of the view that as XRD method is used 

to determine the crystallographic structure of a material to identify the crystalline phases 

present in a material and thereby reveal chemical composition information, whereas, the 

SEM analysis is a powerful investigative tool which uses a focused beam of electrons to 

produce complex, high magnification images of a sample's surface topography. Further, 
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as the analysis of the sample has already been done through XRD method which is also 

in the demand of the Noticee and the nature of the material is also ascertained, I do not 

find it important to re-test the sample through SEM method. Thus, I find that it is 

undisputed that the goods are 'Natural Garnet' classifiable under 0TH 2513 2030. the 

tariff item which specifically specifies the item 'Natural Garnet'. Therefore, I am of the 

considered opinion that when specific description is ascertained on physical. chemical 

and XRD analysis, the contention of the Noticee to classify the Garnet under 0TH 2513 

2090 under description "Other" is non-sensical, incorrect and unreasonable argument. 

Thus, I hold that having ascertained the correct description as "Natural Garnet" on 

physical, chemical and XRD analysis, the exported goods logically and legally need to 

be classified under CTH 2513 2030 as 'Natural Garnet". 

23.1 I also find that my above views are in consonance with the clarification given by 

the Under Secretary (PSU), Government of India, Department of Atomic Energy, 

Mumbai, vide their letter ref. no. 3010/44/2019-PSU/6392 dated 02.06.2021 as follows: 

2. In this context, it is once again stated that as per DGFT Notification dated 

21.08.201 8 about canalization of the export Beach Sand Minerals (BSM), 

different Tariff Item HS Code including Garnet (HS Code 2513 2030) is covered. 

The HS Code of Garnet is independent of its source or origin/ mode of 

occurrence (i.e. whether obtained from beach sand or hard rock terrain) and 

therefore, export of Garnet comes under the put-view of the above DGFT 

Notification dated 21.08.2018. 

3. In view of the above, Monazite Test Certificate (MTC) and canalization 

through M/s IREL (India) Ltd. in respect of Garnet (HS Code 2513 2030) 

irrespective of source of origin/ mode of occurrence are the pre-requisites for 

export.... 

(Emphasis supplied) 

24. The Noticee has taken plea vide their letter dated 14.02.2020 to the effect that 

the goods falling under 0TH 25132030 have been brought under purview of 

canalization vide Notification no. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 and are not prohibited 

under policy. They further submitted that as full description of goods are entered in 

Shipping Bills, mere mentioning wrong tariff heading in the Shipping Bills is not 

suppression of facts as classification is function of department. They also submitted that 

since it is a classification dispute, no penalty is imposable on them. In this context, I find 

that section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962, defines the 'Prohibited Goods' means any 

goods, the import or export of which is subjected to any prohibition under Custom Act, 

1962 or any other law for the time being in force but does not include any such goods in 

respect of which the condition subject to which goods are permitted to be imported or 

exported have been complied with This ipso facto means goods in respect of which 

conditions subject to which goods are permitted to be exported are not complied will 
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come under purview of 'prohibited goods', it is undisputed that goods in question, on 

physical, chemical and XRD testing are found to be 'Natural Garnet' and hence, 

classifiable under CTH 2513 2030. The policy condition imposed under Notification No. 

26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018 states that such garnet will be allowed to be exported 

only through IREL which is a State Trading Enterprise. Since, this condition which has 

statutorily imposed under Import-Export Policy 2015-2020 issued in terms of Section 3 

of the Foreign Trade (Development & Regulation) Act, 1992, of exporting the garnet 

through M/s IREL has not been followed. Hence, the subject total 252 MT (as per 

foregoing Table — A) of garnet classifiable under CTH 2513 2030 are 'Prohibited Goods' 

as defined under section 2(33) of the Customs Act, 1962. Accordingly, I hold that 

impugned consignment of garnet is subjected to canalization of export only through STE 

i.e. IREL and hence, does qualify to be prohibited goods. These prohibited goods are 

consequently liable for confiscation under section 113(d) of the Customs Act. 1962. I 

also hold that the goods have been purposefully by intent and design described as 

Abrasive Grains, a very misleading description. The actual, correct and truthful 

description 'Garnet' has been wilfully supressed. For this misdeclaration of description 

made in the Shipping Bills with a purpose to circumvent the Export Policy Provisions 

(DGFT Notification No. 26/2015-2020 dated 21.08.2018). the impugned total 252 MT of 

Garnet covered under five shipping bills as detailed in foregoing Table — A, are liable for 

confiscation under section 113(i) of the Customs Act, 1962 for misdeclaration of 

description of export goods. 

25. I also hold that for their acts and omission to render the goods liable for 

confiscation under section 113(d) and 1130) of the Customs Act, 1962, the Noticee 

exporter i.e. M/s Tirupati Enterprises, is also liable for penalty under section 114(i) of the 

Customs Act, 1962. The goods have been exported under RMS in respect of Shipping 

Bills mentioned at Sr. No. 1 to 3 of foregoing Table — A and goods exported vide 

Shipping Bills mentioned at Sr. No. 4 and 5 of the said table, have been released 

provisionally and exported out of India on furnishing a Bond by the Noticee. 

26. In view of the above discussions and findings, I pass the following order: 

ORDER 

(i) I order the re-assessment of the following tabulated shipping bills by 

classifying the exported goods from Tariff Heading No. 2513 2090 to Tariff 

Heading No. 2513 20 30 of the First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 

1975, under section 17(4) of the Customs Act, 1962 
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(ii) The following tabulated shipping bills should be finally assessed under 

section 17(3) of the Customs Act, 1962 by rejecting the classification of the 

exported goods under tariff heading No. 2513 2090 of First Schedule to the 

Customs Tariff Act, 1975 and classifying the same under Customs Tariff 

Head 2513 2030 of First Schedule to the Customs Tariff Act, 1975, under 

section 17(4) of the Customs Act, 1962: 

Sr No. Shipping Bill Quantity (In 
MT) 

FOB Value 
(In Rs.) Number Date 

1.  6142174 08.08.2019 42.00 586697 
2.  6142550 08.08.2019 42.00 586697 

Total 84.00 1173394 

(iii) I order the confiscation of the above 252 MT of Natural Garnet appearing at 

Sr. no. (i) and (ii) above having combined FOB of Rs. 41,21,201/- in terms of 

section 113(d) and 113(i) of the Customs Act, 1962. Since, the goods are not 

available for confiscation, being released under Bond, I impose redemption 

fine of Rs. 10,00,000/- (Rupees ten lakhs only) in terms of section 125 of the 

Customs Act, 1962; 

(iv) I impose the penalty of Rs. 42,00,000/- (Rupees forty lakhs only) on M/s 

Tirupati Enterprises, Mumbai, under the provisions of section 114(i) of the 

Customs Act, 1962; 

(v) I order that the Bond furnished by M/s Tirupati Enterprises be enforced for 

recovery of fine and penalty imposed. 

(1qa aNiir Singh Chauhan) 

Additional Commissioner 

F. No. VIII/10-22/ADC/O&A/2019-20 

Date: 22.11.2021 

Copy by Email/Speed Post: 

To 

M/s. Tirupati Enterprises, 

B-201, Crystal Plaza, Opp. Infinity Mall, 

New Link Road, Andheri (West), Mumbai (Maharashtra) — 400 058. 

Copy to: 

1. The Principal Commissioner, Customs, Preventive, Jamnagar. 

2. The Deputy/ Assistant Commissioner, Custom House, Gujarat Pipavav Port 

Limited, Pipavay. 

3. The Deputy/ Assistant Commissioner, PI, Hqrs., Jamnagar. 

4. Guard File. 
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